Abstract-This paper presents a method to recognize online handwritten Gurmukhi characters. Gurmukhi is the script of Punjabi language which is widely spoken across the globe. The proposed method is called small line segments and based on idea of chain code and elastic matching techniques. Using this method, we have obtained an overall recognition rate of 94.59% for a set of 2460 Gurmukhi characters collected from 60 writers. In recognizing a single stroke, the average speed using this method is approximately 0.156 seconds.
I. INTRODUCTION
The online handwriting recognition has great potential to improve user and computer communication. There are various devices used in online handwriting recognition such as PDA, Tablet PCs, cross pad etc. In order to use these devices, accuracy rate must be sufficiently high so that it is acceptable by the user. The established procedure to recognize online handwritten characters include phases as data collection, preprocessing and normalization, feature extraction, segmentation, recognition and post-processing [1] . Statistical, syntactical and structural, neural network and elastic matching are the common handwriting recognition methods [2, 3] . The output obtained from one phase becomes input for the next phase. In this paper, authors proposed a technique to recognize online handwritten Gurmukhi characters that uses chain code and elastic matching techniques. Nouboud and Plamondon [4] used chain codes to recognize hand printed characters. Our method is different from their method as we have used: different format of input handwritten stroke, no positions are used and different comparison formula to recognize strokes.
Gurmukhi is the script of Punjabi language which is widely spoken across the globe. Gurmukhi characters are shown in Table 1 . This paper consists of 6 sections including Introduction. Second section discusses about preliminary stages before recognition stage. The preliminary stages include collecting pen movements, preprocessing and computation of features. Third section discusses the recognition technique. Section 4 discusses post-processing of strokes and character recognition. Experimental results and discussion are given in fifth section. Last section, conclusion concludes the findings of this paper.
II. COLLECTING PEN MOVEMENTS, PREPROCESSING AND COMPUTATION OF FEATURES
The process flow of online handwritten Gurmukhi characters using Small Line Segments (SLS) method has been presented in Figure 2 . The first step includes Input Handwritten Stroke (IHS) collection and its preprocessing and features computation. A typical format of online handwriting data is a sequence of coordinate points of the moving pen point. Connected parts of the pen trace, in which the pen point is touching the writing surface, are called strokes. Preprocessing and computation of features are performed to the stroke(s) obtained after collecting input handwritten stroke. In present study, the preprocessing stages have been used as size normalization and centering of stroke, interpolating missing points, smoothing, slant correction and resampling of points [5] . The features are computed after preprocessing of input handwritten stroke. The high level features are computed on the basis of low level features. The high level features include loop, crossings, straight line, headline and dots. Some of the common low level features are position of stroke, area, length, curliness and slope [5] .
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III. RECOGNITION
A Gurmukhi character is mixture of one or more strokes. We have recognized the Gurmukhi characters in two stages: first stage recognizes the stroke and character is evaluated in next stage on the basis of recognized strokes. The detailed description of these two stages in online handwritten Gurmukhi character recognition process has been given in previous study [6] . In the proposed SLS method, IHS is compared against all the strokes in the database. The output of comparison is a numeric value referred as Recognition Value (RV). In the subsection A, a procedure is discussed that convert IHS to SLS format. Procedure for comparison of IHS and database strokes is explained in subsection B.
A. Small Line Segments
A.1 SLS in IHS An IHS is a list consisting of points in sequential order. A point is having two attributes, namely, x and y co-ordinates. After preprocessing and computation of features, IHS contains fixed number of points (= 40) in our experiments. We have formed SLS from a stroke by joining first point to third point, third point to fifth point and so on, and thirty seventh point to fortieth point and thus have obtained nineteen small line segments for a given stroke. Figure 2 contains the IHS with 40 points and the SLS of this IHS.
A.2 Small line segments directions
Nineteen small line segments of IHS formed in Subsection A.1 are assigned names as per their directions. We have considered twelve directions in the range from 0 to 360 degrees. The names of these directions have been considered as alphabets from 'A' to 'L' and each direction having range of 30 degrees. It is worth mentioning here that if we consider range other than 30 degrees, then the recognition does not improve. We have experimented with a range of 15 degrees, 20 degrees and 45 degrees. Table 2 gives the information about names of twelve directions with their direction numbers and ranges, respectively. If the format of directions is not opted, then, each stroke of database is required to convert in direction format at the time of comparison. This will cost more processing time. Therefore, all the strokes collected from writers are converted to direction format at the time of database development. This database in our experiment is named as Small Line Segments Directions (SLSD) database. The first five records of SLSD database for the stroke id 20 are presented in Table 3 . In Table 3 , each record consists of a single stroke. 'StrokeID' tag represent unique stroke id. Stroke id is combination of three attributes as script number, Select the stroke with minimum recognition value.
Post-processing of stroke(s) and character recognition. Table 3 are explained below.
SLSD Database
In 410020001, first two digits 41 represent script number and next four digits 0020 are the stroke number. As such, we can have a total of 10000 strokes for a script. After stroke number, the last three digits 001 correspond to the sample number and we can thus have 1000 samples for a given stroke. These ranges can be altered with respect to different requirements in future. Directions for a stroke are shown under 'Direction' tag. Small line segments directions database is developed in XML format. 
B. Small line segments comparison
In this subsection, we have proposed an algorithm to compute the recognized value for each database stroke when compared against input handwritten stroke. The stroke in database that gives minimum recognized value is the recognized stroke. The steps in order to compare input handwritten stroke with all strokes of database are given in Algorithm 1. 
Set
10. Increment j by 1 and go to step 4.
If (
14. End if. 15. Increment k by 1 and go to step 2.
In this Algorithm, RS and RV are two outputs, RS is the recognized stroke and RV is the recognition value of recognized stroke. Difference of directions must be less than 7 because of angular behavior of directions. For example, 'H' and 'F' directions are at same angular difference from direction 'A' as illustrated in Table 2 . The implementation of Algorithm 4.1 is explained below for an input handwritten stroke.
Let 1 S and 2 S be input handwritten stroke and a stroke from small line segments direction database, respectively. 1 S and 2 S contents are "LLAJGFCAAALJIGFCBAA" and "LLAIDFBAKKKJIGFDBBA". Therefore, RV for 2 S is calculated as:
The value of RV can thus be calculated for any given input handwritten stroke with respect to SLSD database. The minimum value of RV gives the recognized stroke as stated earlier also.
IV. POST-PROCESSING AND CHARACTER RECOGNITION
Post-processing is applied after recognition process in order to refine the recognition results. The results of computed features, as discussed in Section 2, are used in post-processing. We have implemented post-processing phase based on features, namely, loop, straight line, headline, crossings, curliness and dots existing in the stroke. The detailed description for post-processing in online handwritten Gurmukhi character recognition has been explained by us in [7] .
A character is recognized after inputting all handwritten strokes. The recognition of strokes is performed with the algorithm 3.1. The recognized stroke(s) obtained after using recognition, are stored in a dynamic list ' C ' called character key. All elements of dynamic list ' C ' are merged and sorted. Finally, value of ' C ' is searched in character database. The process of formation of this list and searching of corresponding character in character database is explained in the following example.
Let ' C ' consists of two nodes as 15 and 11. Merging and sorting give output as 1115. This final value is called character key. This character key is matched with all the character keys in the character database. If calculated character key exists in the character database, the corresponding character is displayed. The character database developed in this study is in XML format. First five records of character database are given in Table 4 .
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section describes the experiments we carried out and contains the recognition results. The application has been developed in VC++ that implement SLS method. The overall recognition rate using SLS method has been achieved as 94.59% when tested on 2460 characters. These 2460 online handwritten Gurmukhi characters have been collected from 60 writers and each writer has written all 41 Gurmukhi characters. These 41 Gurmukhi characters are given in Table  1 .
We have noticed that 100% accuracy have been achieved for 3 writers. Also, we could achieve the accuracy 97.56%, 95.12%, 92.68%, 90.24%, 87.8%, 85.37% and 82.93% for 20, 14, 14, 5, 2, 1 and 1 writers, respectively. These results are presented in Table 5 . We have also found that 24 characters out of total 41 characters have been recognized correctly for all writers. The recognition rates of all Gurmukhi characters are presented in Table 6 . To know the stable nature of small line segments method, we studied the results for first 15, 30, 45 and 60 writers as shown in Figure 3 . It has been noted that a change of 1.22% in recognition rates exists for the first 15 and 30 writers. Similarly, a change of 0.03% for the first 30 and 45 writers, change of 0.09% for the first 45 and 60 writers. The average recognition time to recognize a single stroke is approximately 0.156 seconds using small line segments method. The small size of small line segments directions database is the major reason behind less recognition time in case of small line segments method. In this paper, we have presented an online handwritten Gurmukhi character recognition system using SLS method. An application is developed by authors that implements proposed SLS method. IHS is collected and preprocessed using size normalization and centering, interpolating missing points, smoothing, slant correction and resampling of points techniques. SLS method is applied and the stroke with minimum RV is selected. A character is recognized only after all the input handwritten stroke(s) are written. Using SLS method, we have obtained an overall recognition rate of 94.59% for a set of 2460 Gurmukhi characters collected from 60 writers and each writer has contributed 41 different characters. In recognizing a single stroke, the average speed using proposed method is 0.156 seconds. 
Characters
Recognition rate (%) a, A, s, k, g, G, c, C, j, |, T, f, d, q, D, n, P, m, V, S, ^, Z, z, L 
